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Modern Maestro

The best of Italian luxury, from the
Renaissance to the 1950s, inspires the luminous
designs of Achille Salvagni
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“Aggressive is an adjective that, for me, really
characterizes luxury,” laments Achille
Salvagni when discussing the upper tiers
of the furniture market. “I want to recover
a sense of balance.” And the Rome-based
architect is a man with ample experience
in high-end decor, having designed superyachts (and, subsequently, their owners’
domestic interiors) before recently launching his own line of limited-edition furniture
and lighting, available in New York through
Maison Gerard.

The collection is decidedly inf luenced by
Salvagni’s homeland,
informed as much by
the restrained chic of
such 20th-century Italian maestros as Gio Ponti
Lens LED light
and Paolo Buffa as it is by
fixture of glass
the sumptuous tastes of the High and alabaster.
Renaissance (one of Salvagni’s heroes is the
15th-century printmaker Aldus Manutius,
who hailed from the architect’s family’s
hometown of Bassiano). Throughout his
work is a concerted effort to contrast the
rough with the smooth, the precious with
the commonplace, the natural with the artificial. So while the burnished aluminum
doors of his Shield cabinet have an organic
quality that suggests goldfish scales or
rock crystal, the Spider chandelier has the
sparse graphic wit of a midcentury Googie
design, its asymmetrical spokes resembling
a cartoon motif from the title sequence of
a Doris Day comedy. And although there
are undoubtedly lavish materials employed
in the objects’ manufacture—witness Salvagni’s recurring use of patinated bronze
(his supplier also caters to all the bronze
needs of the Vatican)—they are offset with
less-rarefied elements: polished fiberglass,
say, or the LEDs used in his high-tech Lens
ceiling lamp.
The result is a measured response to the
dominant trends of industrial design, which,
as Salvagni sees it, focus too much on
branding and not enough on personality.
“You’ve heard of the Slow Food movement,”
he says, alluding to a similarly modern
rejection of overly processed and prepackaged consumption. “I think of this as Slow
Design.” Stephen patience
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